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Taxonomy is not linked
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Literature online
Museums, 
universities,
and scientific 
societies
Digital archives
Commercial
publishers
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Publication links
• 25,554 publications
• 32% have digital identifier (BHL, DOI, 
URL)
• 20% in BioStor
• 10% have DOIs
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Geothelphusa marmorata
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http://iphylo.org/~rpage/itaxon
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14% of names linked to a 
bibliographic identifier
DOI 105,947
BioStor 40,300
Handle 19,325
URL 24,680
JSTOR 19,032
PDF 32,069
CiNii 5,457
Any identifier 214,049
Names 1,491,137
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Linking to data
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The spider family Selenopidae 
(Arachnida, Araneae) in 
Australasia and the Oriental 
Region
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All links go elsewhere
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Taxonomic database becomes a 
platform for taxonomic publishing
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